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Abstract

A bench-top experimental approach is described for estimation of the polarization behaviour of pipeline steel as a
function of the time-dependent formation of scale and calcareous deposits in simulated soil leachates. A three-time
constant process model provided a common set of parameters for a given soil environment and level of aeration.
The parameters estimated could be applied to a broad range of current values and were independent of time,
potential and applied current. The experimental approach, model and regression procedure are general and could be
used to determine the physical parameters associated with the seasonal variations (wet±dry cycles) in the soils
surrounding pipelines or with other factors that in¯uence general corrosion. The polarization model could provide a
boundary condition for mathematical models for cathodic protection of pipelines or other buried structures. The
separation of current contributions implicit in the model can be used to assess the reduction of corrosion current
associated with speci®c CP criteria.

List of symbols

a0 constant in the time-domain measurement
model, Equation 17 (V)

am constant in the time-domain measurement
model, Equation 17 (V)

bn constant in the time-domain measurement
model, Equation 17 (V)

E potential, Equation 10 (V)
Ecomp;k calculated IR compensated potential,

Equation 3 (V)
EIR;k measured o�-potential, Equation 1 (V)
Emeas;k measured on-potential, Equation 3 (V)
Epred;k predicted on-potential, Equation 1 (V)
E�Fe reference potential for corrosion reaction,

Equation 13 (V)
E�H2

reference potential for hydrogen evolution
reaction, Equation 10 (V)

DEk Ohmic drop at time tk, Equation 2 (V)
F objective function, Equation 15, mA mÿ2

f�Fe exponential decay function, Equation 11
(dimensionless)

f1;Fe ®nal reaction current fraction, Equation 12
(dimensionless)

fH2
exponential decay function, Equation 8
(dimensionless)

f1;H2
®nal reaction current fraction, Equation 9
(dimensionless)

fO2
exponential decay function, Equation 6
(dimensionless)

f1;O2
®nal reaction current fraction, Equation 7
(dimensionless)

Iappl;k applied current, Equation 2 (mA)
iFe iron oxidation current density, Equation 5

(mAmÿ2)
i�Fe initial current density, Equation 11 (mAmÿ2)
iH2

hydrogen evolution current density,
Equation 5 (mAmÿ2)

i�H2
initial current density, Equation 8 (mAmÿ2)

i k applied current density at time tk,
Equation 15 (mAmÿ2)

î k model current density at time tk,
Equation 15 (mAmÿ2)

iO2
oxygen reduction current density,
Equation 5 (mAmÿ2)

i�O2
mass transfer-limited oxygen reduction
current, Equation 6 (mAmÿ2)

itotal net current density, Equation 5 (mAmÿ2)
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1. Introduction

This work was motivated by the need to determine the
electrochemical properties of steel as a function of time
for two related applications. The ®rst application was to
®nd a method to establish suitable criteria for cathodic
protection. Presently, several criteria are used to indicate
that satisfactory levels of cathodic protection have been
achieved [1±3]. In one criterion, cathodic protection is
assumed to have been achieved if the applied current
shifts the steel potential a set amount (e.g., ÿ100 mV)
from the depolarized corrosion potential. In another, an
IR-corrected potential reading of ±850 mV (Cu/CuSO4)
is assumed to indicate that satisfactory protection has
been achieved. It can be expected that the environment
of the pipe will in¯uence the corrosion current seen at
any given applied potential; thus, a method is needed to
determine whether the corrosion current is reduced
su�ciently when such criteria are applied. The second
application was to provide a method to establish
parameters for polarization curves that can be used in
mathematical models for cathodic protection which
account for the electrochemistry at steel surfaces (e.g.,
[4±13]).
At cathodic potentials, calcareous and rust scales can

form due to localized alkalinity associated with oxygen
reduction or hydrogen evolution at the steel surface
[14]. The similar values for the time constants associ-
ated with mass transfer transients and those associated
with changes in scale thickness or resistance compli-
cates measurement of polarization parameters for steel
in soil and seawater environments [15]. A dynamic
potential or current scan must be conducted slowly
enough to avoid artifacts associated with transient
accumulation or depletion of ionic species in the
di�usion layer and fast enough that the changes in
current and potential do not disrupt or alter the

calcareous and scale deposits. In practice, there is no
suitable scan rate that can be applied to obtain artifact-
free potentiodynamic or galvanodynamic polarization
curves [15].
In this paper, a method is described which provides an

estimate for time-dependent polarization curves. The
experimental approach followed that of Nisancioglu
et al. [4, 15] in which a polarization curve is constructed
from a family of galvanostatic experiments conducted
for a given environment. The mathematical formulation
of the polarization curve represents an extension to that
described by Nisancioglu et al. [4±6, 15], and model
parameters were obtained by regression to the family of
galvanostatic potential±time traces. Once the model
parameters were estimated, e�ective current±potential
curves could be calculated for any desired time. The
design of the model allowed the determination of the
contributions of the individual reactions to the total
current at any desired time and therefore could be used
to establish the e�ect of meeting a speci®c CP criterion.
The time-dependent polarization behaviour of steel can
be obtained for di�erent aqueous environments. The
focus of the present work was on low ionic-strength,
high-moisture content sand-®lled environments which
are intended to simulate real soil environments [16].

2. Background

At potentials cathodic to the corrosion potential of steel,
reduction of water and of dissolved oxygen causes the pH
near the steel surface to be higher than that in the
surrounding soil [14, 17]. The high cation concentration
at the steel surface needed to satisfy electroneutrality
facilitates precipitation reactions [14, 17]. Precipitation
of calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate can
occur in the presence of carbonate or bicarbonate ions.

Rcell;k cell resistance at time tk, Equation 2 (X)
Rcell;lm time-varying cell resistance, Equation 4 (X)
Rcell;mean constant cell resistance, Equation 3 (X)
tk time point, Equation 16 (s)
Vmeas measured potential, Equation 16 (V)
Vmod model value of the potential, Equation 16 (V)

Greek symbols
bFe Tafel slope for iron oxidation,

Equation 13 (V (decade)ÿ1)
bH2

Tafel slope for hydrogen evolution,
Equation 10 (V (decade)ÿ1)

ek residual error, Equation 16 (V)
Uref reference electrode potential, Equation 17 (V)
sFe time constant for iron oxidation, Equation

12 (days)
sH2

time constant for hydrogen evolution,
Equation 9 (days)

sm measurement model time constant, Equation
17 (days)

sn measurement model time constant, Equation
17 (days)

sO2
time constant for oxygen reduction, Equation
7 (days)
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The source of carbonate ions in natural waters can be a
mineral leachate or a product of dissolved carbon dioxide
associated with aeration [17]. Magnesium hydroxide,
which can precipitate at pH values higher than 9.5, is also
observed in calcareous ®lms [17, 18]. Calcareous deposits
formed in sea water have been found to contain sodium,
iron, silicon and strontium [14]. In natural groundwaters,
the cation content is a function of the mineral content of
the surrounding soil [16].
Calcareous deposits reduce corrosion rates by pro-

viding a barrier to mass transfer of oxygen or by
inhibiting the hydrogen evolution reaction [4±6, 15]. In
this paper, the corrosion reaction is treated as being
inhibited by calcareous deposition. Deslouis et al. [20]
report that the calcareous deposits formed under ca-
thodic protection in waters containing both Ca2� and
Mg2� consist of calcite and argonite crystals and has
both a partial blocking and a porous behaviour. The
formation of calcareous deposits reduces the amount of
current required to achieve a given level of cathodic
polarization and, therefore reduces the current require-
ments for cathodic protection [15]. The e�ects of
calcareous deposition on the potential±current behav-
iour of a steel surface have been studied for synthetic
and natural sea waters [4±6, 15], but a similar mecha-
nistic study has not been done for the in¯uence of
calcareous deposits in soil leachates which have a much
lower ionic content.

3. Experimental method

The experimental approach followed that of Nisancio-
glu et al. [4, 15] in which polarization parameters are
constructed from a family of galvanostatic experiments
conducted for a given environment. Application of
constant current was chosen because, in potentiostatic
experiments, both the current and the surface overpo-
tential change in response to changes in the ohmic
potential drop.

3.1. Cell design

Cylindrical coupons, approximately three inches in
length and one-half inch in diameter, were milled out
of API5LX52 pipeline steel. The coupons were ultra-
sonically cleaned in ethanol and in distilled water before
use, but other metallurgical pretreatment such as pol-
ishing or annealing was not used. Platinum served as the
counter electrode to the 5LX52 steel.
The cell (Figure 1) consisted of the API5LX52 cylin-

drical working electrode placed at the centre of a
5:41 cm (2.13 in) radius Nalgene jar with four 0:635 cm

(0.25 in) strips of platinum (0:025 mm thick) placed 90�

apart at a distance of 4:75 cm (1.87 in) from the centre of
the cell [21]. The symmetric placement of more than one
counter electrode around a working electrode increased
the uniformity of current distribution with respect to use
of a single counter electrode [22]. A calomel reference
electrode was placed between two counter electrodes
(45� from either anode) at a distance 4:1 cm (1.6 in) from
the centre of the cell. The bottom circular surface of the
steel electrode was masked by a thin epoxy (Hexcel
Epolite 2410) disc. Both working and counter electrodes
had a perpendicular contact with the bottom of the cell.
This design provided a uniform distribution of current
without completely encircling the working electrode
with platinum. The current distribution for the working
electrode surrounded by four anodes was calculated
using the boundary element model described in [12] to
be uniform to within better than 0.1% of the mean
applied current density.
Electrolyte replenishment was needed to avoid tran-

sients associated with changes in electrolyte composi-
tion. Electrolyte was dripped down a tube installed
normal to the bottom of the cell, located approximately
0:635 cm (0.25 in) from the center of the cell between
two anodes (45� from each) and 90� from the reference
electrode. This design avoided formation of ground
loops between cells. An outlet tube was placed on the
side of the cell approximately 3 cm (1.2 in) from
the bottom. The electrolyte level did not extend above
the level of this outlet.
Eight cells of this design were immersed in a temper-

ature-controlled water bath maintained at a temperature
of 20� 2 �C. Electrolyte was prepared in 50 L of
deionized water. The oxygen content of the electrolyte
was controlled by sparging either industrial grade Argon
or air scrubbed of CO2 by passing it through Ascarite II.
The sparging process was begun 24 h prior to the
addition of ionic species. The oxygen content after
deaeration ranged from 1.5 to 3:5 ppm, and the oxygen
content after aeration ranged from 7.5 to 8:5 ppm.
Aeration or deaeration was maintained throughout the
experiment. Aeration of electrolyte droplets by contact
with air was minimized by maintaining a hydrated
Argon atmosphere inside the tube. The hydrated gas
produced from the reservoir bubbler was released into
the atmosphere for the aerated electrolyte experiments
and into the drip tubes for the deaerated electrolyte
experiments. The electrolyte feed tube was split into
eight lines and electrolyte was fed into each cell. The
¯ow rate was monitored using glasstube Te¯on-bead
¯owmeters. All experiments were performed in an inert
solid matrix (silicate sand) to inhibit any convection in
the cells.
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3.2. Data acquisition

A Gamry Instruments PC3 potentiostat/galvanostat/
ZRA Board was installed in a personal computer and
connected to a Gamry Instruments ECM8 electrochem-
ical multiplexer. The multiplexer allowed eight cells to
be simultaneously and independently controlled. The
Gamry hardware was controlled using the Gamry
CMS100 and CMS208 software packages.
Hardware and code were developed to convert the

ECM8 potentiostat into a galvanostat. The CMS208
galvanic corrosion routine was altered and used to apply
a constant potential across a 1000X resistor. A constant
current was thereby applied between the working and
counter electrode by connecting the working electrode
to the resistor and connecting the counter and reference
electrodes to the ECM8.
A ®ltering procedure was used to reduce stochastic

noise in the potential and current measurements. Twen-
ty points were collected over 2.0 s. Current±time values
and potential±time values were then ®t to a line using
least squares regression. The value of the line at the last

sample time was stored as the value for that sample. To
reduce the e�ect of switching multiplexer channels when
a cell was sampled, the multiplexer was switched to the
channel of a cell for one second prior to sampling.
Determination of the ohmic drop in each cell during

the experiment was required for analysis of the data.
Continuous IR compensation by current interruption
was found to be unreliable; thus, the current was
interrupted periodically for a small number of measure-
ments. The CMS208 galvanic corrosion code was
modi®ed such that the on-potential of the steel electrode
was measured for 100 points after which ®ve o�-
potentials were measured using a current interrupt
technique. This cycle was repeated throughout the
experiment.

3.3. Data conversion

Current values were measured as the total current
applied through the cell. Upon the completion of an
experiment, each electrode was removed and the active
surface height (exposed depth of the electrode in the

Fig. 1. Design of experimental cell. Steel working electrode located in centre of cell is surrounded by a network of platinum counter electrodes.

SCE between two platinum electrodes is for sensing. Electrolyte is constantly replenished by dripping feed into cell. Liquid level of cell is

maintained by electrolyte dripping from outlet.
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electrolyte) was measured, from which the active surface
area was calculated.
The cell resistance was calculated using the ohmic

drop determined from the on-potential and o�-potential
measurements. A line was ®t to the ®ve points collected
just before and the ®ve points collected just after the set
of ®ve current interrupt measurements using a least
squares algorithm. The resulting line was used to predict
the values of potential measurement including ohmic
drop, Epred;k, at the time, tk, of sampling of the current-
interrupt point. The di�erence was calculated between
the predicted potential including ohmic drop and the IR
compensated measured potential, EIR;k:

DEk � EIR;k ÿ Epred;k �1�

The di�erence was then divided by the current applied,
Iappl;k, at that sampling time resulting in a value for the
cell resistance

Rcell;k � DEk

Iappl;k
�2�

IR compensation was obtained using either the mean
value of Rcell;k for the entire experiment, that is,

Ecomp;k � Emeas;k � �Iappl;kRcell;mean� �3�

or, for cases where the cell resistance was a function of
time, using a cell resistance calculated for each set of ®ve
current interrupt measurements

Rcell;lm �
P5

k�1 Rcell;k

5
�4�

The previous 100 potential measurements were correct-
ed for ohmic drop using this mean value.

3.4. Electrolyte

Two of the three electrolyte types employed in these
experiments were selected to be consistent with previ-
ously analysed soil types [16]. One soil was relatively rich
in both Ca2� and Mg2� and is labelled here as
electrolyte HCHM. The other soil was relatively rich
in Ca2� but not in Mg2� and is labeled here as
electrolyte HCLM. Electrolyte HCLM has a lower ionic
strength than electrolyte HCHM. The concentrations of
the ionic species in each electrolyte type are given in [16]
and Table 1.
The soil leachates were reproduced by dissolving

appropriate amounts of reagent grade Ca(OH)2, CaCl2,
K2SO4, MgSO4, Na2SO4, and NaHCO3 in 50 L of

deionized water. As the leachate concentrations listed in
reference [16] were not stoichiometrically balanced.
Ca(OH)2 and H2SO4 were added in to reach the
necessary concentrations of calcium and sulfate. The
HCHM electrolyte required SO2ÿ

4 concentrations far
greater than could be added using the solid species; thus,
excess H2SO4 was added to reach the desired value. The
solutions were titrated with NaOH and H2SO4 solutions
to reach the desired pH. Thus, the ionic strengths of the
simulated leachates were greater than the reported
values, but the concentrations of the species involved
with deposition of calcareous deposits were consistent
with reported values. Only the Na� and SO2)

4 concen-
trations were higher than reported by Han [16].

4. Polarization model

The mathematical approach taken in the present work
follows the model developed by Nisancioglu et al. [4±6,
15] to describe the time-dependent polarization rela-
tionship associated with formation of calcareous depos-
its with the exception that an additional relaxation
process needed to be introduced in order to obtain a
model of general applicability. Parameters were ob-
tained by regressing the resulting model to all potential±
time traces obtained for a given environment.

4.1. Physico-chemical model

The total current to the surface

itotal � iO2
� iH2

ÿ iFe �5�

was assumed to consist of contributions from corrosion
iFe, oxygen reduction iO2

, and hydrogen evolution iH2
.

The oxygen reduction reaction was assumed to be mass

Table 1. Concentrations of electrolytes simulating soil types described

by Han [16]

Species HCLM electrolyte HCHM electrolyte

/mol /ppm /mol /ppm

Na� 0.001 28 23 0.003 00 275

K� 0.000 611 11 0.000 278 5

Ca2� 0.005 38 97 0.004 22 81

Mg2� 0.000 33 6 0.002 05 37

HCOÿ3 6.67´ 10ÿ5 4mgdmÿ3 5.95´ 10ÿ5 5mgdmÿ3

SO2ÿ
4 0.001 24 78 0.003 66 480

Clÿ 0.002 55 46 0.003 07 65

Conductivity,

/mXÿ1 cmÿ1
0.8 ± 1.9 ±

Ionic strength 0.0162 ± 0.0231 ±
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transfer-limited, and the growth of calcareous deposits
was assumed to reduce the value of the mass transfer-
limited current by a factor fO2

such that

iO2
� i�O2

fO2
�6�

where fO2
was assumed to have an exponential decay

from an initial value of one to a long-time value f1;O2
as

fO2
ÿ f1;O2

1ÿ f1;O2

� exp�ÿt=sO2
� �7�

The growth of calcareous deposits was assumed to
reduce the value of the hydrogen evolution current by a
factor fH2

such that

iH2
� i�H2

fH2
�8�

where

fH2
ÿ f1;H2

1ÿ f1;H2

� exp�ÿt=sH2
� �9�

The hydrogen reaction was assumed to be kinetically
controlled, that is,

i�H2
� 10

�EÿE�
H2
�bH2 �10�

As Equation 10 shows no dependence on mass transfer,
the manner in which calcareous ®lms were assumed to
reduce the rate of hydrogen evolution is di�erent than
that envisioned for oxygen reduction. The ®lm may act
to poison the reaction or act as a barrier to the formed
hydrogen gas molecules.
In contrast to the model presented by Nisancioglu

et al. [4±6, 15], the calcareous deposits were assumed to
reduce the current associated with corrosion. Thus,

iFe � i�FefFe �11�

where

fFe ÿ f1;Fe
1ÿ f1;Fe

� exp�ÿt=sFe� �12�

and

i�Fe � 10�EÿE�
Fe
�=bFe �13�

This extension of the model of Nisancioglu et al. [4±6,
15] was motivated by results of a time-dependent
measurement model analysis of several potential traces

which indicated that three exponential decay time
constants were resolvable from the data (see Appendix);
whereas, the model of Nisancioglu et al. [4±6, 15]
included only two time±dependent processes.
The current can be expressed in terms of all polariza-

tion parameters as

i � i�O2
f1;O2

1ÿ exp ÿt=sO2
� �� � � i�O2

exp ÿt=sO2
� �

� 10
�EÿE�

H2
�=bH2 f1;H2

1ÿ exp ÿt=sH2
� �� �

� 10
�EÿE�

H2
�=bH2 exp ÿt=sH2

� �
ÿ 10�EÿE�

Fe
�=bFef1;Fe 1ÿ exp ÿt=sFe� �� �

ÿ 10�EÿE�
Fe
�=bFe exp ÿt=sFe� � �14�

The calcareous deposits were assumed to in¯uence only
the preexponential terms in Equations 8 and 11
through the factors fH2

and fFe, respectively. The Tafel
slope parameters and e�ective equilibrium potentials
(Equations 10 and 13) were therefore assumed to be
independent of both potential and time.

4.2. Regression procedure

In addition to the use of an extra time constant to
account for growth of calcareous deposits, the present
work is distinguished from the previous approach by the
manner in which model parameters were obtained.
Nisancioglu et al. [4±6, 15] employed a stepwise proce-
dure for parameter estimation. The mass transfer-
limited oxygen reduction current was obtained either
through extrapolation of potentiodynamic scans or
through use of mass transfer correlations. The Tafel
slopes were assumed to have values corresponding to
bare steel. The time constant for hydrogen evolution
was assumed to have an in®nitely large value; thus the
time dependence on hydrogen evolution was e�ectively
removed from the model. The reduced set of unknown
parameters was obtained by regression. Nonin®nite
values for sO2

, the time constant associated with the
exponential decay of the oxygen reduction current, were
only found for total currents which were greater than
0:5 i�O2

. The resulting parameter space was therefore
valid only for cathodic currents larger than 0:5 i�O2

, and
the model parameters such as sO2

were found to be
functions of current density.
Within the present work, Equation 14 was regressed

to a data set for each electrolytic environment (consist-
ing of data from up to eight individual cells). An
unweighted nonlinear least-squares technique was em-
ployed where the objective function
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F �
Xn

k�1
i k ÿ î k

ÿ �2 �15�

was minimized and where i k is the applied current
density at time tk and i k is the value of the current given
by Equation 14. The Levenberg±Marquardt method [23]
was used to obtain the set of eleven parameters in the
model which minimized the value of Equation 15.

5. Results and discussion

The physico-chemical model was regressed to galvano-
static data. Time-dependent current±potential curves
could be synthesized for the environments for which the
model was employed. The estimated parameter sets for
each environment demonstrated consistency with prior
®ndings.

5.1. Regression

The current values applied to each of eight cells were
selected to encompass potentials both anodic and
cathodic to the open-circuit condition. The three
potential±time traces for the aerated HCHM electro-
lyte shown in Figure 2 represent an anodic, a cathodic,
and the open circuit condition. The potential values
have been corrected for ohmic drop. The mean
resistance of each cell was �157� 8�X. The bimodal
character of the potential traces was shown to be
consistent with minor ¯uctuations of the electrolyte
level in the cell.

The model values corresponding to the three traces
shown in Figure 2 are presented in Figure 3. The
residual error for the regression is given by

ek � Vmeas�tk� ÿ Vmod�tk� �16�

where Vmeas and Vmod are the measured and model
values, respectively, for potential at time tk. The residual
errors for the regression are presented in Figure 4. Even
for the most cathodic current, which has the least
adequate ®t, the residual errors were very small. The
residual errors were of the order of 10 mV for the anodic
and cathodic curves and 2mV for the open-circuit curve.

Fig. 2. Three representative potential±time traces at three applied

currents: anodic 0:808 Amÿ2 �75:1 mA ftÿ2�; cathodic ÿ0:251 Amÿ2

�ÿ23:3mA ftÿ2�; and zero net current.

Fig. 3. Model values corresponding to three potential±time traces

shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 4. Residual errors between model values in Figure 3 and mea-

sured potential±time traces in Figure 2.
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The larger errors at short times may be associated in
part with uncertainty concerning the start-up time and
initial surface condition.
Potential data collected at extremely cathodic currents

was often not used in these regressions. In some cases,
the data showed discontinuous behaviour that was
associated with nucleation, growth, and detachment of
hydrogen bubbles. Bubble formation can a�ect the
potential at the surface by blocking the electrode surface
(decreasing current density), by blowing o� calcareous
®lm (increasing current density), and by introducing
hydrodynamics near the surface that are di�erent than
the hydrodynamics exhibited in the other cells under
study. Use of a common set of parameters for each
environment over the potential range studied requires
that convection be independent of the applied current.

5.2. Synthesized polarization curves

The model parameters obtained by regression are
presented in Table 2 for the environments evaluated in
this study. The con®dence intervals reported for these
parameters are those determined by the regression. The
parameters can be used to reconstruct a family of
current±potential curves predicted using the model for
speci®ed times. The resulting set of current-potential
curves for the aerated HCHM electrolyte is presented in
Figure 5 for 0, 2, 5, 10, 30 and 50 h, and 10 days. The
corresponding set of curves for the deaerated HCHM
electrolyte is presented in Figure 6. The solid curve in
Figures 5 and 6 that shows the most negative open
circuit potential is the predicted curve at 10 days. The
other solid curve is the predicted initial curve. The
re®ned model and regression technique allowed the
model to predict the potential-time behaviour over a
wider range of currents than was possible using the
previous result of Nisancioglu et al. [4±6, 15] The open
circuit potential decreased with time and reached a
steady state very rapidly, within two days, of approx-
imately ÿ710 mV vs SCE. The potential induced by a
cathodic current decreased signi®cantly over two days.
A highly anodic current was predicted to produce an
increasing anodic potential with time. This result was
the least reliable in that only one anodic current value
was used for the regression procedure.
The need to account for three time-dependent pro-

cesses (see Appendix) demonstrates the in¯uence of the
corrosion reaction even at cathodic potentials. A com-
mon set of model parameters for each environment over
the potential range studied could be successfully esti-
mated only by including a time-dependent corrosion
reaction in the model. Without the transient corrosion
current, the time-dependent polarization curves would

exhibit a static anodic current, which is inconsistent with
collected anodic data.

5.3. Identi®cation of current contributions

The structure of the physical model allowed for direct
deconvolution of the time±dependent current±potential
behaviour of the individual contributing reactions. The

Fig. 5. Current±potential curves with reaction time as a parameter for

the aerated HCHM electrolyte system. Curves do not change after two

days. Key: ( ) 0 h, ( ) 2 h, ( ) 5 h, ( ) 10 h,

( ) 30 h, ( ) 50 h and ( ) 10 days.

Fig. 6. Current±potential curves with reaction time as a parameter for

the deaerated HCHM electrolyte system. Curves do not change after

5 h. Key: as for Figure 5.
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current±potential curves for the corrosion, oxygen
reduction and hydrogen evolution reactions are plotted
in Figure 7 for the initial electrode conditions, the
condition at 2 h, and the condition at 10 days for the
steel electrode in the aerated HCHM environment. The
change in the rate of each contributing reaction over
time to the total current±potential curves for the
deaerated HCHM system is shown in Figure 8. The
oxygen reduction currents and the corrosion currents
decrease to their ®nal value in under two hours (for each
reaction, the two hour and 10 day curves are superim-
posed). The hydrogen evolution current decreased more
slowly than the other two currents.
As an example of the reduction in current required to

maintain a constant applied potential, the process model

predicts that a current density of approximately
ÿ3:44 Amÿ2 �ÿ320 mA ftÿ2� would be required initially
to maintain an applied potential of ÿ800 mV vs SCE.
Over 10 days, Figure 7 illustrates that the corrosion
current falls by 15%, the oxygen reduction current
decreases by 50%, and the hydrogen evolution current
diminishes by over 90%. Figure 6 shows that the overall
reduction in current requirement at ÿ800 mV vs SCE is
70%. The reduction over ten days in the contributing
currents was less signi®cant for steel in calcium-poor
and magnesium-poor environments.
The generated time-dependent current±potential

curves for API5LX52 pipeline steel in the aerated and
deaerated HCLM environments are shown in Figures 9
and 10, respectively. The current±potential curves for

Table 2. Parameters of the physical model for the system described in Section 3

Parameter Aerated HCHM Deaerated HCHM Aerated HCLM Deaerated HCLM

f1;O2
0.701�0.047 0.622�0.190 0.521�0.026 0.870�0.026

sO2
/day 0.008 42�0.000 71 0.068 80�0.009 03 0.010 30�0.000 55 0.209�0.061

i�O2
/A cmÿ2 7.56´ 10ÿ4 �5.0 ´ 10ÿ5 2.34´ 10ÿ4 �1.2´ 10ÿ4 5.47´ 10ÿ4 �2.9 ´ 10ÿ5 2.07´ 10ÿ4 �3.7 ´ 10ÿ5

f1;H2
0.0685�0.137 0.252�0.159 0.174�0.028 0.200�0.070

E�H2
/V vs SCE )2.866�0.643 )2.813�0.817 )2.391�0.103 )2.993�0.73

bH2
/mVdecÿ1 501.4�124.0 579.8�208.8 412.2�255 601.0�188.5

sH2
/day 0.311�0.026 0.002 00�0.000 32 0.422�0.015 0.0105�0.0011

f1;Fe 0.882�0.053 0.869�0.084 0.7164�0.0303 0.862�0.055

E�Fe/V vs SCE 2.257�0.155 2.581�0.522 2.425�0.072 2.530�0.280

bFe/mVdecÿ1 924.5�49.6 953.4�136.4 936.2�24.6 896.7�77.7

sFe/day 0.004 77�0.0011 0.033 80�0.004 45 0.007 28�7.2´ 10ÿ4 0.003 36�21.98

Fig. 7. Individual current-potential curves for the three contributing

reactions (corrosion, oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution) with

time as a parameter for the aerated HCHM electrolyte system. Oxygen

reduction and corrosion contributions do not change after 2 h. Key:

( ) initial, ( ) 2 h and ( ) 10 days.

Fig. 8. Individual current±potential curves for the three contributing

reactions (corrosion, oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution) with

time as a parameter for the deaerated HCHM electrolyte system.

Corrosion contribution does not change signi®cantly over 10 days.

Hydrogen evolution current changes more dramatically than oxygen

reduction current. Key: as for Figure 7.
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the corrosion, oxygen reduction, and hydrogen evolu-
tion reactions are plotted in Figure 11 (aerated HCLM)
and Figure 12 (deaerated HCLM) for the initial elec-
trode conditions, the condition at 2 h, and the condition
at 10 days for the steel electrode in the aerated HCLM
environment. The behaviour of the three reactions is
similar for the HCHM and HCLM electrolyte systems.

Under aeration, the oxygen reduction currents and the
corrosion currents decrease to their ®nal value in under
2 h (for each reaction, the two hour and 10 day curves
are superimposed). The hydrogen evolution current
decreases more slowly than the other two currents.
Under an argon atmosphere, the hydrogen evolution

Fig. 9. Current±potential curves with reaction time as a parameter for

the aerated HCLM electrolyte system. Curves do not change after two

days. Key: ( ) 0 h, ( ) 2 h, ( ) 5 h, ( ) 10 h,

( ) 30 h, ( ) 50 h and ( ) 10 days.

Fig. 10. Current±potential curves with reaction time as a parameter

for the deaerated HCLM electrolyte system. Curves do not

change after 10 h. Key: as for Figure 9.

Fig. 11. Individual current±potential curves for the three contributing

reactions (corrosion, oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution) with

time as a parameter for the aerated HCLM electrolyte system. Oxygen

reduction and corrosion contributions do not change after 2 h. Key:

( ) initial, ( ) 2 h and ( ) 10 days.

Fig. 12. Individual current±potential curves for the three contributing

reactions (corrosion, oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution) with

time as a parameter for the deaerated HCLM electrolyte system.

Corrosion contribution does not change signi®cantly over 10 days.

Hydrogen evolution current changes more dramatically than oxygen

reduction current. Key: as for Figure 11.
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reaction decays more rapidly and to a greater extent
than the oxygen reduction reaction. The deconvolution
of the model results suggests that the aeration level of
the electrolyte is more important to the changes in
reaction rates than is the concentration of calcareous
ions.
Comparison between the curves predicted for the

aerated and deaerated HCLM electrolyte system
(Figures 9 and 10) suggests that the potential drop at
open circuit are nearly equal. However, the shape of the
curves in the two cases is quite dissimilar. Predictions for
the aerated case show de®nite in¯ection points at very

cathodic potentials which is consistent with the hydro-
gen evolution reaction becoming the dominant reaction
in the system. The predicted curves for the deaerated
case do not exhibit any such in¯ection point resulting
from the lack of oxygen in the system. Thus, the model,
in each case, behaves in a way which is consistent with
the electrochemistry of the system.

5.4. Model parameters

Although a larger sample of electrolyte compositions
should be used to con®rm the results obtained here, a

Fig. 13. Model parameters of the corrosion current as a function of calcium concentration. Connected points are of the same aeration content

electrolytes. (a) Steady state contributing current fraction; (b) time constant; (c) reference potential; (d) Tafel slope. Key: ( h ) aerated and

( e ) deaerated.
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preliminary interpretation of the in¯uence of aeration
and ionic content on the regressed parameter values can
be made.

5.4.1. Corrosion
The values of the parameters associated with the
corrosion reaction are plotted in Figure 13 against the
calcium content of the various electrolytes tested. The
dashed lines represent the con®dence interval obtained
by regression. The steady state contributing current
fraction parameter f1;Fe was found to be independent of
dissolved oxygen level or calcium content. This ®nding is

consistent with the assumption made by Nisancioglu,
et al. [4±6, 15] that the cathodic reactions do not a�ect
the rate of corrosion of steel. The time constant sFe
associated with the corrosion reaction was a�ected by
dissolved oxygen content, suggesting that the corrosion
reaction reaches its steady rate more slowly in deaerated
electrolytes than in aerated environments. The two
kinetic parameters, E�Fe and bFe, were independent of
dissolved oxygen content or calcium concentration. The
independence of the two parameters with respect to
aeration and calcium content is consistent with the
assumption that E�Fe and bFe are independent of time.

Fig. 14. Model parameters of oxygen reduction current as a function of calcium concentration. Connected points are of the same aeration

content electrolytes. (a) Steady state contributing current fraction; (b) time constant; (c) mass transfer-limited oxygen reduction current. Key:

( h ) aerated and ( e ) deaerated.
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5.4.2. Oxygen reduction
Many of the parameters associated with the reduction of
oxygen were dependent on aeration level (Figure 14).
More data are needed to determine the dependence of
f1;O2

on the dissolved oxygen content or on calcium
concentration. The dependence of f1;O2

on electrolyte
composition is an important issue. If the parameter is
constant for all dissolved oxygen and calcium concen-
trations, the same level of protection should eventually
be obtained for any calcium content or aeration level.
The time constants associated with the reduction of
oxygen, sO2

, and the mass transfer-limited oxygen

reduction current, i�O2
, were clearly dependent upon

dissolved oxygen content. The time constant was larger
for the reaction in deaerated electrolytes; therefore, the
barrier to the transport of oxygen was formed more
rapidly in deaerated environments than in aerated
electrolytes. The mass transfer-limited oxygen reduction
current was generally larger in aerated electrolytes.

5.4.3. Hydrogen evolution
The parameters associated with the hydrogen evolution
reaction are presented in Figure 15. The steady state
contributing current fraction f1H2

showed no distinct

Fig. 15. Model parameters of the hydrogen evolution current as a function of calcium concentration. Connected points are of the same aeration

content electrolytes. (a) Steady state contributing current fraction; (b) time constant; (c) reference potential; (d) Tafel slope. Key: ( h ) aerated

and ( e ) deaerated.
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trending with aeration level or calcium concentration.
The time constant for the reaction sH2

was strongly
dependent on dissolved oxygen content. The hydrogen
evolution reaction achieved a steady state more rapidly
in aerated environments than in deaerated environ-
ments. The two kinetic parameters, E�H2

and bH2
, were

independent of the dissolved oxygen and calcium
concentrations. The small time constants for oxygen
reduction and hydrogen evolution obtained in the
present work are consistent with recent results obtained
for synthetic and natural seawater [18, 20].
The results of these regressions are consistent with the

values of ÿ0:1 mA cmÿ2 reported by Han [16] for the
mass transfer-limited oxygen reduction currents in
saturated HCLM and HCHM environments. The mass
transfer-limited oxygen reduction current and the hy-
drogen evolution potential driving force would be of
smaller magnitudes in drier soils [16].
Literature values for the Tafel slopes and equilibrium

potentials for the hydrogen evolution and corrosion
reactions are probably inappropriate for surfaces cov-
ered by calcareous ®lms. The values obtained in this
work for hydrogen evolution, for example, are on the
order of 400 mV (decade)ÿ1 as opposed to the value
of 174 mV (decade)ÿ1 assumed by Nisancioglu et al.
[4±6, 15] Perhaps the most compelling argument in
favour of the method used in this work is that the
resulting parameters were found to be constants for a
given environment. A common set of parameter values
was found to apply for all measurements made at a
given electrolyte composition and oxygen content. The
success of the model is evident in that a ®t to within less
than 20 mV was obtained with parameters that were not
functions of time or potential.

5.5. Application to CP criteria

The large Tafel slopes obtained in this work for the
corrosion reaction imply that large shifts in potential are
needed to reduce the corrosion current to a smaller
value. For example, the value of Tafel slope reported in
Table 2 means that a 924 mV shift is required to reduce
the corrosion current by an order of magnitude. The
magnitude of the Tafel slope, which is much larger than
the 60 mV value expected for bare steel, can be
attributed in part to the potential dependence of the
calcareous deposits. The polarization requirements de-
scribed here for a saturated soil matrix are much more
severe than those reported for damp soils [16]. The
experimental technique and associated regression pro-
cedure could be employed for soils of controlled
moisture content to obtain values more representative
of ®eld applications.

6. Conclusions

The experimental system described provided bench-top
measurements of the current±potential±time response of
pipeline steel to formation of deposits in electrolytes
designed to simulate soil leachate compositions. The
system was designed to provide uniform current and
potential distributions over the electrodes; thus the
analysis did not require correction for nonuniform
reaction kinetics. All experiments were performed in
an inert solid matrix (silicate sand). Replenishment of
electrolyte was required to avoid pitting on the steel
surface.
The time constants for the in¯uence of the growth of

calcareous deposits and corrosion products in¯uence the
overall current response at cathodic potentials near the
corrosion potential. The three-time constant process
model used to describe the results provided a common
set of parameters for a given soil environment and level
of aeration. The parameters estimated were valid for all
applied current values and were independent of time,
potential and applied current.
The experimental approach and regression procedure

model used are general and could be used to determine
the physical parameters associated with the seasonal
variations (wet±dry cycles) in the soils surrounding
pipelines or with other factors that in¯uence general
corrosion. The polarization model provides critical
information that could be used as a boundary condition
in mathematical models for cathodic protection of
pipelines or other buried structures. The separation of
current contributions implicit in the model can be used
to assess the reduction of corrosion current associated
with speci®c CP criteria.
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Appendix: Time-domain measurement model

The frequency domain measurement model approach
developed for spectroscopy measurements [24±31] was
extended to provide a time-domain measurement model
to extract the number of independent time-dependent
processes represented in a potential±time trace. The
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model accounted for processes leading to exponentially
decaying increases or decreases in potential, that is,

V ÿ Uref � a0 �
Xj

m�1
am exp�ÿt=sm�

�
Xk

n�1
bn�1ÿ exp�ÿt=sn�� �17�

where a0 �
Pk

n�1 bn represents the potential obtained as
time approaches in®nity. The model was regressed to
individual potential±time traces using the Marquardt±
Levenberg method [23]. The requirement that the
con®dence interval for parameter estimates not exceed
their 95.4% con®dence interval was used to identify the
maximum number of exponential lineshapes.
Data taken from preliminary experiments in which the

electrolyte was not replenished revealed an exponential
decay followed by an exponential increase in potential.
Visual inspection of the coupons after the experiment
revealed corrosion by pitting. Once fresh electrolyte was
fed continuously, pitting was no longer observed, and a
time increasing function could no longer be regressed to
the measured potential±time traces. With the exception
of the most anodic and cathodic currents, three expo-
nential decay lineshapes could be identi®ed by the
regression procedure. At very anodic currents, the
hydrogen evolution reaction is expected to provide a
negligible contribution to the total current. Likewise, the
corrosion reaction current is expected to be insigni®cant
at very cathodic currents. The time decay processes were
taken to be associated with the e�ect that the formation
of ®lms would have on the three contributing reactions.
No lineshape associated with an increase in potential
could be resolved from the data after the system was
modi®ed to refresh the electrolyte.
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